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Hypersensitivity of the Anesthesia-Induced Comatose Brain

Daniel Kroeger and Florin Amzica
Laboratoire de Neurophysiologie, Centre de Recherche Université Laval Robert-Giffard, Quebec, Quebec, Canada G1J 2G3

Increasing levels of anesthesia are thought to produce a progressive loss of brain responsiveness to external stimuli. Here, we present the
first report of a state window within anesthesia-induced coma, usually associated with an EEG pattern of burst suppression, during which
brain excitability is dramatically increased so that even subliminal stimuli elicit bursts of whole-brain activity. We investigated this
phenomenon in vivo using intracellular recordings of both neurons and glia, as well as extracellular calcium and EEG recordings. The
results indicate that the bursting activity elicited with mechanical microstimulations, but also with auditory and visual stimuli, is
dependent on complex mechanisms, including modulation of excitatory (NMDA) components, gap junction transmission, as well as the
extracellular calcium concentration. The occurrence of bursting events is associated with a postburst refractory period that underlies the
genesis of the alternating burst-suppression pattern. These findings raise the issue of what burst spontaneity during anesthesia-induced
coma means and opens new venues for the handling of comatose patients.
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Introduction
Burst suppression (BS) activity was first described by Swank and
Watson (1949). Its main feature at the EEG level consists of quasi-
periodical bursts of bilateral high-voltage slow waves (mainly
�15 Hz) separated by low-voltage or absent activity lasting from
a few seconds to minutes (Chatrian, 1990). BS is associated with
coma (Brenner, 1985) and generally develops during hypoxia
(Silverman, 1975; Brenner, 1985), cardiac arrest (Zaret, 1985;
Young, 2000), drug-related intoxications (Brenner, 1985; Weis-
senborn et al., 1991; Ostermann et al., 2000; De Rubeis and
Young, 2001), childhood encephalopathies (Niedermeyer et al.,
1999; Scher, 1999), hypothermia (Pagni and Courjon, 1964;
Michenfelder and Milde, 1991; Nakashima et al., 1995), etc.

The neurophysiological mechanisms responsible for generat-
ing BS patterns are not fully understood. Several facts were estab-
lished during EEG experiments: functional or anatomical im-
pairment of cortical afferents leads to BS (Echlin et al., 1952;
Henry and Scoville, 1952; Hughes, 1986), which corroborates
with the idea that generators of bursts are localized within the
cortex (Hughes, 1986). Lesions of the corpus callosum produced
asymmetric BS patterns, emphasizing the role of callosal axons in
synchronizing BS patterns between the hemispheres (Lambrakis
et al., 1999; Lazar et al., 1999).

BS is also induced by various anesthetics among which, in
clinical use, is isoflurane at concentrations of 2– 4% (Newberg et
al., 1983). The anesthetic effect of isoflurane can be situated at
both the level of the spinal cord by blocking noxious stimulation
(Antognini et al., 2000) and the level of the thalamus, in which it

contributes to the loss of discrimination (Ries and Puil, 1993,
1999; Detsch et al., 1999). In slices, isoflurane reduced excitatory
synaptic transmission in hippocampus (Berg-Johnsen and Lang-
moen, 1986; MacIver and Roth, 1988; Miu and Puil, 1989) and
amygdala (Ranft et al., 2004) and increased inhibitory synaptic
potentials at concentrations above 1% (Miu and Puil, 1989; Ranft
et al., 2004). This could explain the neuroprotective action of
volatile anesthetics and the hyperpolarization of cortical neurons,
as observed in vitro (Berg-Johnsen and Langmoen, 1987, 1990)
and in vivo (Steriade et al., 1994).

The way from consciousness to loss of consciousness is be-
lieved to be associated with a continuous (linear) decrease in
responsiveness (for review, see Schiff and Plum, 2003). In this
study, we show that this is not the case, a noteworthy exception
occurring during BS.

Materials and Methods
Animal preparation. Thirty cats (2.5– 4.5 kg) of both sexes were used for
these experiments. The surgical procedure started with the administra-
tion of one dose of ketamine–xylazine anesthesia (15 and 3 mg/kg, re-
spectively), before performing tracheotomy for intubation and muscle
paralysis with gallamine triethiodide. The animals were artificially venti-
lated (20 –30 cycles/min), and the end-tidal CO2 concentration was
maintained �3.7 � 0.2% by adjusting the O2 concentration in the air-
flow of the ventilation. Starting with the tracheotomy and throughout
the experiment, all incision and pressure points were infiltrated with
lidocaine. After the initial dose of ketamine–xylazine, the anesthesia was
switched to isoflurane (2–3%) to induce the burst-suppression pattern.
In two animals, the burst-suppression pattern was induced with either
propofol (continuous infusion 20 –30 �l � kg �1 � min �1, i.v.) or thio-
pental (0.4 ml/kg, i.v.). The presence of high-amplitude slow waves in the
EEG and a heart rate below 110 beats/min were continuously monitored
during the whole experiment and considered to reflect a state of deep and
painless anesthesia. The craniotomy exposed the suprasylvian gyrus, in
which intracellular, field potential, and/or Ca 2�-sensitive pipettes were
lowered into the cortex. Stability of the recordings was enhanced by
cisternal drainage, bilateral pneumothorax, and filling the hole in the
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calvarium with a 4% solution of agar. Fluid loss
during the experiment was compensated for by
intravenous injections of saline (20 –30 ml/ex-
periment). All chemicals used in these experi-
ments were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis,
MO). At the end of the experiments, the ani-
mals received a lethal dose of sodium pentobar-
bital. All experimental procedures were per-
formed according to National Institutes of
Health guiding principles and were also ap-
proved by the committee for animal care of La-
val University.

Electrode preparation and recordings. Intra-
cellular recordings were obtained from the as-
sociation areas 5 and 7 of the suprasylvian gyrus
with glass micropipettes (tip diameter, �0.5
�m) filled with a 3 M solution of potassium
acetate (in situ impedance, 30 –75 M�). The
EEG was recorded monopolarly with stainless
steel screws in the skull (with a common silver
chlorided reference in the paralyzed neck mus-
cles) in the immediate vicinity (�2 mm) of the
cellular recordings. In a few experiments, we
also tested auditory (EEG electrodes above the
ectosylvian gyrus) and visual (EEG electrodes
above the marginal gyrus) modalities. The EEG
potentials were bandpass filtered between 0.3
Hz and 1 kHz. The Ca 2�-sensitive microelec-
trodes were made according to the procedure
described in other studies (Massimini and
Amzica, 2001). We used double-barrel pipettes
in which the Ca 2�-sensitive electrode was pre-
treated with dimethylchlorosilane and dried at
120°C for 2 h, and the tip was filled with the
Ca 2� ionophore I– cocktail A (Fluka, Neu-
Ulm, Germany). The rest of the barrel was filled
with CaCl2 (2 M), whereas the other barrel was
filled with NaCl (2 M). The Ca 2�-sensitive elec-
trode was calibrated in solutions containing the
following: 126 mM NaCl, 2.3 mM KCl, 26 mM

NaHCO3, 1.3 mM MgSO4, 1.2 mM KH2PO4, 15
mM glucose, 5 mM HEPES, 0.4 mM thiourea,
and 3% dextran 70.000, pH 7.3. The Ca 2� con-
centration was adjusted between 0.2 and 6 mM.
The relationship between concentration and volt-
age was derived in accordance with the Nicolsky–
Eisenmann equation (Ammann, 1986). Intracel-
lular, ion-sensitive, and field potential signals
were passed through a high-impedance amplifier
with active bridge circuitry (Neurodata Instru-
ments, New York, NY).

The time course of the response of Ca 2�-
sensitive microelectrodes was measured step-
ping the electrodes through drops containing
different Ca 2� concentrations (0.2, 0.5, 1, 1.5,
2, 4, and 6 mM). The drops were held at close
distance by silver rings, which were connected
to the ground. Only electrodes reaching 90% of
the response in �20 ms were used. Thus, the
electrodes were far faster than the phenomena
under investigation. Because ion potentials
could be contaminated through capacitive cou-
pling by field potentials, the latter were mea-
sured with the pair electrode and subtracted
from the former. The resulting signal was lin-
earized and transposed into concentration val-
ues using the parameters extracted from the
logarithmic fitting of the calibration points.
The head-stage amplifier for Ca 2�-sensitive

Figure 1. Intraneuronal and electroencephalographic structure of spontaneous (left) and triggered (right) bursts during BS
patterns. A, Arrows indicate the moments at which micromechanical stimuli were delivered. Below, Variation of the heart rate
during the recording shows no consistent relationship to the stimuli. Two spontaneous (sp) and two triggered (tr) events within
rectangles are expanded in B to show a full burst after a single excitatory event (B1) and a single response (B2). C, Averaged (first
2 traces) and superimposed (n � 11; below) responses. Note the stereotyped initial excitatory component in all responses,
followed by precise onset of the burst. D, Cortical neuron and EEG responding to auditory stimuli with full-blown bursts. The two
traces are artificially offset. E, Another cortical neuron and EEG responding to low-intensity light flashes (LED). In this and following
figures, all signals are represented with positivity upwards, and arrows indicate the moment of micromechanical stimulation.

Table 1. Values of membrane potential (before/after induction of BS; if only one value is given, it corresponds to
the SWS recording), as well as time constants and input resistance measured immediately after impalement

Mean SD Minimum Maximum

Neurons (n � 46)
Vm (mV) �73.2/�82.4 3.1/3.9 �88 �60
TC (ms) 4.32 0.3 2.4 5.6
RIN (M�) 22.8 5.8 15.7 26

Glia (n � 19)
Vm (mV) �88.6/�84.7 3/2.4 �99 �75
TC (ms) 0.173 0.04 0.12 0.21
RIN (M�) 10.2 2.4 5.4 14.5

The membrane time constants were in agreement with previously published values (Trachtenberg and Pollen, 1970; Amzica and Neckelmann, 1999). Vm,
Membrane potential; TC, time constant; RIN, input resistance.
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electrodes was modified with an ultra ultra low input current (�25 fA)
amplifier (National Semiconductor, Santa Clara, CA). All signals were
digitally converted (20 kHz sampling rate) and recorded on computer for
off-line analysis.

Neuroanatomical evidence for glia was occasionally obtained by stain-
ing these cells with Neurobiotin (2%; Vector Laboratories, Burlingame,
CA). The filling of glia with Neurobiotin was performed by applying
depolarizing pulses (150 ms at 3.3 Hz) of 1–2 nA for 5–15 min. At the end
of the experiments in which Neurobiotin was used, the deeply anesthe-
tized cats were perfused transcardially with saline followed by 10% para-
formaldehyde. The brain was removed and stored in Formalin with 30%
sucrose for 2–3 d, and then it was sectioned at 50 �m and processed with
the avidin– biotin standard kit (ABC standard kit; Vector Laboratories):
the sections were incubated overnight at room temperature in the avi-
din– biotin– horseradish peroxidase complex solution at a dilution of
1:200 and 0.5% Triton X-100.

Stimulation. The mechanical stimuli that elicited the responses re-
ported in this study were generated by a spare remote-controlled step-
ping device (Kopf 662; David Kopf Instruments, Tujunga, CA), normally
used for lowering the intracellular pipettes during the cellular impaling

procedure. The stepping device was mounted
on the stereotaxical frame but did not carry any
electrode and did not touch the animal. Each
stimulus consisted of a brisk step of 1 �m and
lasting for 250 �s. This stimulus was subliminal
for the experimenters hearing and was most
probably transposed onto the animal’s percep-
tion as a short vibration through the stereotaxi-
cal frame and ear fixation bars. As microme-
chanical stimulation, it was considered to be
subliminal because it was not sufficient to com-
promise the intracellular impalements per-
formed during these experiments.

Auditory stimuli were delivered through a
loudspeaker situated at 1 m from the animal’s
ear. It consisted of a short (50 ms) tone with a
pure frequency of 20 kHz and an intensity of 30
dB measured on a sound level meter (Brüel &
Kjær, Norcross, GA) at 1 m from the source.
Visual stimuli consisted of a short (50 ms) light
flash conveyed to the eye by a green light emit-
ting diode (LED) situated at 10 mm in front of
the cat’s eye. The intensity of the stimulus had a
luminous intensity of 20 mcd, equivalent to 8
lux.

Analysis. The core of our analysis was per-
formed with software from WaveMetrics (Lake
Oswego, OR) and relies on time relationships
between the recorded voltage (concentration)
time series. Most of the results are presented as
stimulus-triggered averages (evoked poten-
tials). They were obtained after extracting from
the intracellular or extracellular field/EEG po-
tential sweeps synchronized with the triggering
stimulus. The duration of an EEG burst was
measured between the moments at which the
EEG potential deflected for the first and last
time, respectively, with more than 1 SD from
the isoelectric line preceding the onset of a
stimulus. The SD was calculated over a period
of 1 s. Statistical analysis was calculated with
XLSTAT.

Results
Database
Experiments were performed on 30 cats, and
a total of 46 intracellular neurons and 19 glial
cells were recorded. Quality criteria for in-
traneuronal impalements were as follows:

stable membrane potentials more negative than �60 mV without
holding current and overshooting action potentials. We retained
only glial cells with a stable membrane potential more negative than
�70 mV and without action potentials on impalement, imposed
depolarizing pulses or at the withdrawing from the cell (see Fig. 3B3).
A few glial cells (n � 6) were filled with Neurobiotin and retrieved
after experiments for morphological confirmation. They displayed
astrocytic shapes, and, in one case (see Fig. 3B1), a double staining
was obtained. All glial recordings displayed stable membrane poten-
tials for the whole period of recording, which, for the need of the
present experimental protocol, had to last at least 50 min. The values
of the membrane potential, time constants (calculated from the
charging curves), and input resistance are presented in Table 1.

Patterns
The main finding of this study is that the brain becomes reactive
to subliminal stimuli in a state of deep anesthesia induced by
various anesthetics (isoflurane, barbiturates, and propofol) asso-

Figure 2. Selective responsiveness of cortical neurons during various behavioral states. A, Same neuron recorded in cortical
area 5 during light anesthesia (1.5% isoflurane; left) and after increased isoflurane (3%; middle and right). Light anesthesia
displays continuous slow (�1 Hz) oscillations similar to SWS and no responsiveness to mechanical microstimuli (MVMT). The
transition phase is also devoid of responsiveness, despite the progressive appearance of suppression episodes. Only full-blown BS
(right) is associated with reliable responses to stimuli. B, Expanded episodes marked with rectangles in A. Note that a stimulus
delivered during a burst does not elicit any overt response. Periods with rectangles in B are further expanded below. C, Cortical
averaged responses (n�100) of an intraneuronal recording together with the simultaneously recorded EEG during various depths
of anesthesia. The concentrations of applied isoflurane (IF), indicated above, led to distinct patterns of SWS, BS, and isoelectric EEG
line (iso). The recordings were kept stable during the whole cycle.
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ciated with an electroencephalographic
pattern of BS. These stimuli do not pro-
voke any overt responses in states of lighter
or deeper anesthesia. BS was obtained with
higher doses of anesthetic (in the case of
isoflurane, �2%), and its patterns, in ac-
cordance with previous descriptions, were
characterized at the EEG level by alternat-
ing periods of (1) bursts of high-amplitude
and low-frequency (�15 Hz) waves, and
(2) isoelectric EEG. During the former
components, neurons displayed depolar-
izing potentials, whereas a flat, hyperpo-
larized membrane potential was recorded
during the latter phase (Fig. 1). Interest-
ingly, the cortical neuronal activity within
bursts bore the features of the slow-wave
patterns recorded under lower doses of an-
esthesia (see below). Thus, the BS pattern
appears as an alternation between periods
with slow-wave activities and periods with
silent cortical activities.

In all animals, micromechanical stim-
uli elicited responses that had all the fea-
tures of the spontaneous bursts (Fig. 1).
The comparison relied on the following
parameters: duration, amplitude, and
dominant spectral feature of the evoked
versus spontaneous bursts. The average �
SD duration of spontaneous bursts was
2.05 � 0.52 s, whereas it was 2.1 � 0.6 s for triggered bursts, with
no significant difference between the series of individual values
(signed-rank Wilcoxon’s test, p � 0.4; n � 30). The amplitude
values were 1.2 � 0.3 and 0.98 � 0.16 mV for spontaneous and
triggered bursts, respectively, and no significant difference was
found (signed-rank Wilcoxon’s test, p � 0.07; n � 30). Dominant
frequencies within bursts were 1.51 � 1.7 and 1.85 � 1.6 Hz for
spontaneous and triggered bursts, respectively. The rows of val-
ues were not significantly different (signed-rank Wilcoxon’s test,
p � 0.28; n � 30). Both spontaneous and triggered bursts were
not timely related with any changes in the heart rate (Fig. 1A).

In the majority of cases (80.4%, n � 37 neurons of the 46
recorded), the intracellular responses consisted of an initial exci-
tatory component followed by a short period of membrane repo-
larization and a sustained sequence of depolarizing events, con-
stituting the actual burst (Fig. 1B1,C). Occasionally, responses
consisted of only the initial excitatory response (Fig. 1B2), prob-
ably in relation to the refractory period (see below). These com-
ponents were always paralleled by phasic events in the EEG (Fig.
1C). In the rest of the cases (19.6%), responses to micromechani-
cal stimulations consisted only of bursting components, without
a clear separation between initial and later excitatory compo-
nents (Fig. 2C). Similar to micromechanical stimuli, in five ani-
mals we also tested auditory and visual stimulations and showed
that they were also able to induce bursting responses during
isoflurane-induced BS (Fig. 1D,E).

Micromechanical stimulations were successful in inducing
bursting responses only within a narrow window of the isoflurane
anesthesia that was associated with the maintenance of the BS
pattern (Figs. 2, 3). Lower doses (1–2% isoflurane), sufficient for
painless surgical procedures, produced a pattern of continuous
sleep-like slow waves (Fig. 2A, SWS) (see also Fig. 4A) that was
similar to the one described both under various anesthetics (Ste-

riade et al., 1993; Amzica and Steriade, 1995; Contreras and Ste-
riade, 1995) and during natural slow-wave sleep (SWS) (Steriade
et al., 1993, 2001). During this state, the membrane potential of
neurons basically oscillated between hyperpolarized and depolar-
ized levels with a frequency of �1 Hz.

The increase of anesthesia (�2% isoflurane) produced, after a
transitory period (Fig. 2A, middle), a stable pattern of BS (Fig.
2A, right). The SWS pattern was not associated with overt re-
sponses in either neurons (Fig. 2C1,C5) or glia (Fig. 3A1,A5).
Similarly, no responses could be triggered during very deep an-
esthesia (isoflurane doses of �3.5%) that were inducing a state of
continuous isoelectric EEG (Figs. 2C3 for neurons, 3A3 for glia).
This result was verified in all experiments (n � 30) by challenging
each animal with at least 50 micromechanical stimulations be-
fore, during, and beyond the BS state. It suggests that the pattern
of BS is the only state during which the responsiveness to these
micromechanical stimuli is preserved.

The issue was raised whether the burst responses elicited dur-
ing the hyperexcitable state of BS were similar in nature to the
spontaneous, cyclic depolarizing phases of the slow oscillations
present during lighter anesthesia. A first indication that they were
of different nature was suggested by the fact that our stimulation
was unable to trigger such responses during the slow oscillation.
We further verified the neuronal membrane potential distribu-
tion during the spontaneous slow oscillation under light anesthe-
sia (1–2%) and the membrane potential distribution during the
bursting activity of BS (Fig. 4). For this purpose, we artificially
eliminated all suppression epochs and obtained a signal with con-
tinuous bursting activities (Fig. 4A, BS*). The comparison was
performed in a total of 10 intraneuronal recordings by using
signals of equal durations (at least 20 min for each state). It shows
that the membrane potential distribution was strikingly similar
between SWS and BS* (Fig. 4B), with an average correlation

Figure 3. Glial behavior and neuroanatomical characterization. A, Intracellular responses of a cortical glia during various
concentrations of isoflurane (IF) anesthesia. Each panel represents an averaged response to 100 stimuli. Note the absence of
responses during SWS patterns (A1, A5) and isoelectric line (A3). B1, Glial reconstruction after filling with Neurobiotin displays
astrocytic shapes with ramifying processes. Only one glia was recorded at this location (cortical depth, 0.9 mm), but two cells were
filled. Only glial cells were impaled and kept during this experiment. B2, Responses of the glia in 1 to depolarizing and hyperpo-
larizing pulses. B3, Withdrawal of the recording electrode from the same glial cell showing transmembrane potential and absence
of action potential discharges.
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factor between histograms of 95% (Fig. 4C). This lends additional
support to the fact that bursts during BS, evoked or spontaneous,
are not the equivalent of depolarizing phases of the slow oscilla-
tion. Furthermore, it shows that a burst of BS is made of several
cycles of the slow oscillation, in other words, of depolarizing and
hyperpolarizing phases of the slow oscillation (see Discussion).

The property of the cortical networks to respond to such stim-
ulations was not dependent on the use of isoflurane anesthesia.
Two animals were anesthetized with propofol and thiopental up
to the induction of BS. In both cases, micromechanical stimula-
tion induced bursting activity similar to the spontaneous one
(Fig. 5). During the periods between bursts, the EEG of animals
anesthetized with propofol or thiopental displayed low-
amplitude rhythmic activities. These potentials were not paral-
leled by any phasic events in the intracellular cortical recordings,
suggesting that the dipole(s) generating them were not located
within the cortex. This point is further supported by a previous
report (Steriade et al., 1994) mentioning that a subpopulation of
thalamocortical neurons is rhythmically oscillating during the
suppressed epochs.

Refractory period
The ability to elicit micromechanically in-
duced responses during BS was dependent
on the duration of the silent period pre-
ceding the delivery of the stimulus, sug-
gesting the presence of a refractory period.
Experiments confirmed that, indeed, the
genesis of a burst is followed by a period of
refractoriness during which the network is
unable or poorly able to generate another
burst. The proof for this hypothesis was
achieved by delivering micromechanical
stimuli at variable delays (0.5– 6 s in incre-
ments of 0.5 s) from the end of a sponta-
neous or triggered burst (Fig. 6). At least
25 stimuli were delivered for each delay
value. Three situations were encountered:
(1) a full-blown burst was generated (Fig.
6A1), (2) the response consisted of only
one single event (Fig. 6A2), and (3) no
response was observed (Fig. 6A3).

The quantification of the refractory pe-
riod relied on experiments performed on
two animals. Through a scoring system,
we awarded 1 for a full burst, 0.5 for a
single response, and 0 for no response
(Fig. 6A). For each animal, an average of
these values was calculated and then the
average of the two animals was displayed
(Fig. 6). The success rate in triggering a
response followed a sigmoidal law (Fig.
6B) with virtually no failure in inducing
full-blown bursts in cases in which the de-
lay exceeded 3.5 s. The equation of the sig-
moidal law was as follows:

rate of success

� 0.15 �
0.8

1 � exp� �
x � 1.8

0.4 � ,

where x represents the length of the refrac-
tory period in seconds, and the goodness

of the fit was 0.03.
The dependence of the refractory period on the length of the

preceding burst followed either one of the two rules (Fig. 6C). (1)
The refractory period for full bursts showed little dependence
(correlation coefficient of 6%) on the duration of the previous
burst; similarly, the timespan during which no bursts could be
elicited was not correlated (4%) with the duration of the preced-
ing burst. (2) Conversely, the refractory period for the generation
of single events was proportional (correlation coefficient of 69%)
to the duration of the preceding burst.

Overall, the relationship between refractory period and dura-
tion of the preceding burst suggests the existence of an absolute
refractory period within the first 2.5 s after the end of the preced-
ing burst, followed by a relative refractoriness (2.5–3.5 s). At this
point, the question arises what mechanism underlies the presence
of a refractory period. Neurons during BS were capable of dis-
charging action potentials triggered by intracellularly imposed
depolarizing current pulses regardless of whether they were chal-
lenged during silent or bursting epochs (data not shown). This

Figure 4. Comparison of continuous SWS patterns with bursting activities during BS. A, The trace above represents 20 min of
slow oscillations during light anesthesia [1.7% isoflurane (IF)], whereas the trace below (BS*), of equivalent duration, was
recorded under high isoflurane (3%) and resulted from artificial elimination of all suppression episodes. Vertical arrows mark the
moments at which suppression episodes occurred. B, Histograms (bin width, 1 mV) of the respective membrane potential signals
in A. C, Cross-correlation between the histograms depicted in B showing high correlation peak (98%).
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suggests that the refractory period might
not rely on the impairment of the intrinsic
membrane properties but rather on
changes in the ability of the network to
support intercellular communication. We
thus tested the hypothesis that the refrac-
toriness might result from a disfacilitation
process.

Starting from the assumption that ex-
tracellular Ca 2� is a critical element in
supporting and generating synaptic events
(Dodge and Rahamimoff, 1967; Katz and
Miledi, 1970; Bootman and Berridge,
1995; Mintz et al., 1995; Qian et al., 1997),
we measured its extracellular concentra-
tion with Ca 2�-sensitive probes during BS
patterns. A first finding consisted of an
overall increase of the extracellular Ca 2�

concentration during the induction of BS
with high (3%) isoflurane anesthesia (Fig.
7A). This was a consistent finding in the
two tested animals, each of them undergo-
ing five cycles of BS induction. The aver-
age increase of extracellular Ca 2� in the
cortex was of 0.9 mM measured at the mo-
ment when isoflurane was switched back
to basic anesthesia (1–2%). Interestingly,
the increase in extracellular Ca 2� was
more associated with the levels of isoflu-
rane than with the state of the brain such
as reflected in the EEG (Fig. 7A). Indeed,
shortly after diminishing the concentra-
tion of isoflurane, the extracellular Ca 2�

concentration started to decline, whereas
the EEG still displayed a state of BS. This
overall increase in baseline Ca 2� could
constitute the primary factor triggering
the cortical hyperexcitability during BS.

Extracellular Ca 2� variations were also
recorded in relation to phasic events such
as bursts, both spontaneous and triggered. In all cases (experi-
ments performed in eight animals, at least 50 spontaneous cycles
of BS or 50 stimuli in each animal), bursting activity was associ-
ated with a drop of the extracellular Ca 2� concentration (Fig.
7B,C) followed by a slow return. The grand average of the peak
Ca 2� depletion was of 0.27 � 0.09 mM (range of 0.08 – 0.35 mM)
during spontaneous bursts and 0.22 � 0.07 mM (range of 0.06 –
0.28 mM) during stimulation. No statistical difference could be
established between these values ( p � 0.055, Mann–Whitney
test). In accordance with in vitro studies, the transmitter release
probability was estimated as a power function of the percentage
variation of the extracellular Ca 2� variation with respect to its
maximum concentration previous to the onset of the burst:

� (Ca2�)out

(Ca2�)max
��

,

where � assumed one of the two extreme values 2.5 (Mintz et al.,
1995) or 4 (Qian et al., 1997). Thus, the release probability was
safely contained within the gray area of Figure 7B. The extracel-
lular Ca 2� depletion during bursting translated under these con-
ditions into a diminished synaptic efficiency of 28 – 49% (grand
average values of superior and inferior limits). These values re-

flect the lowest Ca 2� concentrations reached during a burst. Fur-
thermore, as indicated by the vertical dotted lines in Figure 7B,
the end of a burst always preceded the return of extracellular
Ca 2� concentrations to control values, suggesting that consecu-
tive to the arrest of bursts the network was still in a state of
disfacilitation during which external stimuli (e.g., our micro-
stimulation) were unable to elicit responses.

Mechanisms
The duration, amplitude, and shape of the bursts evoked by mi-
crostimulation were dependent on NMDA receptors. Systemic
application of the NMDA antagonist MK801 [(�)-5-methyl-
10,11-dihydro-5H-dibenzo [a,d] cyclohepten-5,10-imine mal-
eate] did not affect the success rate in eliciting responses (Fig. 8,
compare a, b). However, the amplitude of the burst response was
diminished by 43% (Fig. 8C). The evaluation was performed in
two animals for a total of eight recordings, each recording pro-
ducing an average of the type displayed in Figure 8C. The dura-
tion of the burst was also reduced in a dose-dependent manner: 1
mg/kg of MK801 reduced the average duration of a burst from
3.22 � 1.68 to 2.11 � 0.96 s, corresponding to an overall drop of
34%. Successive applications of similar doses (1 mg/kg) of
MK801 further reduced the duration of the length of the evoked
burst (Fig. 8D). The evolution of these values followed an expo-

Figure 5. Micromechanical stimulation also elicited bursts during BS induced with other types of anesthetics. A, Intraneuronal
recording in association cortical areas 5–7 together with nearby EEG during propofol-induced BS. The epochs within rectangles are
expanded below to compare a spontaneous burst (A1) with a mechanically triggered burst (A2). B, Intracellular recording in
cortical area 7 during BS under thiopental. Periods within rectangles are detailed below to show a spontaneous (B1) and triggered
(B2) burst. The bottom right displays the averaged responses to micromechanical stimulation (n � 100).
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nential decrement with a time constant of 950.2 s. The average
EEG bursts elicited during successive applications of MK801 are
displayed in Figure 8E.

Taking into consideration the generally long latencies of the
bursting responses to micromechanical stimulation (�90 ms),
which are significantly higher than those expected from the quick
transmission through the trigeminal-thalamo-cortical pathway
(�10 ms), we hypothesized that the stimulation transmission
might use a nonsynaptic pathway, possibly across the syncytium
of gap junctions between glial cells. The systemic application of
the gap junction blocker carbenoxolone (CBX) (20 mg/kg, i.v.)
completely abolished the micromechanical induced responses
(Fig. 9A). This situation was verified in all three animals that were
tested. Thus, a functional gap junction syncytium appears as a
prerequisite for the expression of cortical responses during BS.

The production of micromechanical responses was also de-
pendent on neuronal intercommunication. Topical application
of the action potential blocker tetrodotoxin (TTX) (0.25 mM) on
the cortex locally prevented responsiveness but did not affect
either spontaneous or triggered bursts outside the inactivated
area (Fig. 9B). Neurons recorded under TTX (n � 5) displayed a
flat hyperpolarized membrane potential with no phasic events
related to the EEG evoked potential. The integrity of the impaled
neuron was verified with intracellular depolarizing pulses (Fig.
9B2) delivered at various imposed membrane potentials. Al-
though such pulses were unable to evoke action potentials attrib-
utable to the presence of TTX, they were able to generate active
responses, presumably high-threshold Ca 2� spikes, at depolar-
ized membrane potentials (Fig. 9B2).

Discussion
This study reports for the first time the
existence of a state of cortical somatosen-
sory hyperexcitability during deep anes-
thesia usually associated with an EEG pat-
tern of BS. This finding raises numerous
issues related to the handling of patients
reaching this state as a consequence of
anesthesia-induced coma. Despite the fact
that other comas with different etiologies
(e.g., various encephalopathies) share
similar BS patterns with the ones pre-
sented in this study, suggesting the in-
volvement of common pathways of gener-
ation, additional investigations are
necessary to ascertain whether such types
of coma display the same hypersensitivity.

The burst responses could be evoked by
a variety of stimuli (auditory, visual, and
somatosensory). We chose to emphasize,
however, a type of stimulus that was
clearly, in both amplitude and duration,
subthreshold. The stimulus was conveyed
to the skull through the ear bars of the
stereotaxical frame. Although ill defined,
the nature of these stimuli contains several
advantages. First, as a mechanical stimula-
tion, it is of extremely reduced amplitude
because it does not produce the loss of the
intracellular impalement (cells with a di-
ameter of �10 �m). Second, the duration
of the stimulus is extremely confined in
time (250 �s), which confers the advan-

tage of a precise triggering timing and precludes overlapping on–
off effects in the response.

The fact that bursting responses can be evoked during BS is
not completely new. Yli-Hankala et al. (1993) have used vibration
stimuli (3 s duration) applied to the hand of patients under
isoflurane anesthesia. They elicited EEG bursts with a latency of
�0.5 s that were associated with increased heart rate and had
different features from the spontaneous bursts. They concluded
that their evoked bursts were dependent on the autonomic reac-
tions triggered by the stimulus.

At difference with that study, our results emphasize the lack of
involvement of the autonomous nervous system because no re-
lated heart rate variations were recorded in response to the stim-
ulation. Moreover, bursts were evoked under various anesthetics,
some of them being vasodilators [isoflurane (Sakabe and Nakak-
imura, 1994)] and others vasoconstrictors [barbiturates (Tsuji
and Chiba, 1987)], suggesting that at least the vasomotricity did
not influence the generation of bursts.

In a recent study dedicated to the mechanisms of slow sleep
oscillations, the in vitro thalamocortical slice was shown to be able
to produce spontaneous alternating Up and Down states (Rigas
and Castro-Alamancos, 2007). Because of the essentially discon-
nected nature of this preparation, its activity resembles very
much that of the BS patterns mentioned in the comatose brain
successive to deafferentation (Echlin et al., 1952; Henry and Sco-
ville, 1952; Hughes, 1986). Thus, the bursts elicited in our study
might very well be essentially similar in nature to those of the
above mentioned study. However, we emphasize that, during
various behavioral states, the so-called “Up states” may reflect

Figure 6. Refractoriness of the micromechanically induced bursts. A, Testing procedure of the refractoriness. The two tested
parameters were the length of the spontaneous burst and the timespan between the end of this burst and the delivery of the
micromechanical stimulation. Three situations could appear: full burst induced (A1), single burst induced (A2), or no response
(A3). B, Rate of success in eliciting bursts as a function of the refractory period. Grand averages from two animals, each animal
undergoing at least 20 trials for each refractory period tested. Bin width was 0.5 s. The scoring system was as follows: 1 if a full burst
was elicited, 0.5 in the case of a single event, and 0 if no response was obtained. C, Relationship between the length of the
refractory period and the duration of the preceding burst as reflected by linear fits of the pooled data from two animals. Note that
full bursts and failures were independent of the length of the previous burst, whereas the refractory period was linearly related to
the length of the preceding burst in the case of single events.
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distinct realities and result from different
mechanisms. As an example, a single burst
during in vivo BS is made of a sequence of
several Up and Down states similar in na-
ture to the continuous slowly oscillating
pattern present during SWS (Fig. 4).
Moreover, bursts during BS are dissimilar
from depolarizing periods (Up states) of
the slow sleep oscillation because, in con-
trast to the former, the latter could not be
elicited with microstimulation.

Thus, we established the presence of a
relatively narrow state window associated
with BS during which somatosensory
stimulation elicits bursts in the brain. Out-
side this state (at more superficial or at
deeper levels of anesthesia), no overt re-
sponses could be detected, which is not to
say that the brain is unresponsive, but
rather that microstimuli of the kind used
in this study were unable to elicit re-
sponses. This further supports the claim
that the state of BS is a state of hyperexcit-
ability. The onset of this state window is
prefigured by a progressive increase in the
extracellular Ca 2� concentrations that
may, on the one hand, transiently enhance
cortical synaptic processes, and, on the
other hand, reduce spontaneous firing of
neurons through enhanced screening of
Na� channels (Hille, 2001), thus contrib-
uting to the gradual onset of suppression
episodes. Moreover, the fact that the
global trend of Ca 2� rather followed the
levels of isoflurane than the BS state itself
suggests that other phenomena, in need of
additional investigation, are at work in
modulating the excitability of the cortical
network.

The refractoriness of the bursts was
most likely related to the phasic extracel-
lular Ca 2� depletion and could be ex-
plained by the phasic drop in synaptic ef-
ficiency. As such, the refractoriness would
result from a process of disfacilitation,
similar to the one described in the case of
the slow (�1 Hz) slow-wave sleep oscilla-
tion (Massimini and Amzica, 2001).
Bursting activity is accompanied by neu-
ronal synaptic activity, especially NMDA, and discharges of ac-
tion potentials (Steriade et al., 1994) (also present data), which in
turn would increase Ca 2� influx into cells. Whether this input
occurs at the presynaptic or postsynaptic level is difficult to de-
termine in vivo. However, a series of studies suggest the prepon-
derance of the postsynaptic uptake (Heinemann and Pumain,
1981; Bollmann et al., 1998; Borst and Sakmann, 1999; Rusakov
et al., 1999; King et al., 2000). If this is also the case during BS, it
would imply that the arrest of the bursting activity results from
the progressive drop in the synaptic transmission during the
bursting phase. Once the neuronal activity has ceased, ATP
pumps may restore the extracellular Ca 2� concentration to con-
trol values. The dynamics of the extracellular Ca 2� return to
control levels, if within the same order of magnitude with the

duration of the refractory period, would support the idea that the
generation of a new burst is possible only after the synaptic effi-
ciency has crossed a threshold.

The neuroprotective features of all anesthetic agents used in
this study rely, among others, on a dose-dependent diminution
of the cerebral metabolic rate (Sakabe and Nakakimura, 1994). It
is thus safe to consider that ATP reserves should not be affected
during BS and are unlikely to play a role in influencing the dura-
tion of the refractory period. This aspect requires, however, ad-
ditional verification.

The intraglial recordings presented in this paper are for the
first time disclosing the following two aspects. First, the bursting
activity is associated with phasic depolarizing potentials, as ex-
pected considering the intense neuronal activity displayed during

Figure 7. Calcium dynamics during BS. A, Extracellular Ca 2� concentration ([Ca 2�]o) and EEG recordings during successive BS
episodes. Every application of high (3%) doses of isoflurane led to increased [Ca 2�]o. B, Intraglial and [Ca 2�]o recordings during
spontaneous BS showing phasic drops in extracellular Ca 2� during bursts and gradual return to control levels during suppression.
Bottom, Estimations of the synaptic efficiency during bursts. DC, Direct current. C, Averaged (n � 100) responses to mechanical
microstimulation (arrow) of the [Ca 2�]o and EEG showing similar Ca 2� drops as during spontaneous bursts.
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bursts. Because the glial membrane potential is intimately related
to the extracellular K� concentration (Kuffler and Nicholls,
1964; Kuffler et al., 1966; Somjen, 1979; Ballanyi et al., 1987;
Amzica et al., 2002), this depolarization probably reflects in-
creased extracellular K�. Second, the progression of depth of
anesthesia from sleep-like patterns to an isoelectric line was asso-
ciated with a continuous depolarization of the glial membrane
potential by �3 mV. This depolarization reflects, according to
the Nernst equation, an increase of �0.5 mM of the extracellular
K� concentration. Assuming that the intracellular K� concen-
tration amounts to 125 mM (Somjen, 2004) and taking into cal-
culation a membrane potential of �90 mV, one obtains an extra-
cellular K� variation from 4 to 4.5 mM. The latter value
corresponds to the point at which the overall neuronal excitabil-
ity switches from facilitated to impaired excitability (Kocsis et al.,
1983).

The burst itself was significantly reduced in duration and am-
plitude by blocking NMDA receptors, despite the fact that burst-
ing occurred at quite hyperpolarized membrane potentials. This
apparent incongruity might be explained by the remote location
of the NMDA receptors with respect to the somatic site in which
the presumed impalement of our neurons occurred. Indeed,
NMDA receptors are only found at low densities on the extrasyn-

aptic plasma membranes of the somata,
dendritic shafts, and spines and never in
membrane specializations that are
postsynaptic to GABAergic terminals
(Nusser, 2000).

As reported previously, BS is character-
ized by wide synchronization of neuronal
activities (Steriade et al., 1994; Lambrakis
et al., 1999; Lazar et al., 1999). The sub-
strate of this synchronization was always
supposed to rely on neuronal transmis-
sion, and the abolition of evoked re-
sponses by TTX gives additional support
to this claim. Noteworthy, a similar effect
was obtained by closing gap junctions,
presumably within the glial syncytium,
which opens the discussion for the impli-
cation of the glial cells in the spreading of
bursting activity. The glial network was
demonstrated to underlie the spatial buff-
ering of K� (Orkand et al., 1966; Walz,
1989; Newman, 1995), and this appears to
be at work during various states of the
brain, such as sleep and epileptic dis-
charges (Amzica et al., 2002). However,
endowing at this point the glial syncytium
with the responsibility of spreading burst-
ing activity during BS might be hasty be-
cause, on the one hand, CBX is a broad-
spectrum gap junction blocker (Gajda et
al., 2005), and, on the other, it is blocking
the network activity of cultured neurons
not involving gap junctions (Rouach et al.,
2003). Thus, its systemic application
might have displaced the general state of
the brain outside the window of hyperex-
citability. This aspect needs additional
investigation.

The new finding of hyperexcitability
during BS prompts for the revision of two

essential aspects: (1) the origin of “spontaneous” bursts, and (2)
the impact of any somatosensory stimulation on comatose
patients.

The spontaneity of bursts was generally assumed in all previ-
ous studies on BS. Some of them have dealt with the pseudo-
rhythmicity of the bursts (Beydoun et al., 1991), others with their
occurrence in deafferented preparations (Henry and Scoville,
1952). In view of our data, it might be that many, if not all, bursts
could be the result of subliminal, undetected stimuli. These stim-
uli might be of external as well as internal nature. The fact that
brain pulsations arising in the blood stream were unable to elicit
burst responses pleads, however, against the possibility that pure
mechanical shocks within the parenchyma generate such burst
responses. This favors rather a sequence of relays conveying sen-
sory information from the periphery to the brain. The variability
of the interburst intervals would in this case result from the com-
bination of the timing of stimuli and the moment in the refrac-
tory period at which these stimuli arrive.

The second aspect pertains to the ability of a deeply anesthe-
tized or comatose brain to perceive signals from the external
world. The present data emphasize the fact that subliminal stim-
uli, imperceptible to a conscious brain, elicit persistent and com-
plex responses during BS. They probably will not leave memory

Figure 8. Blockage of NMDA receptors impairs the amplitude and duration of bursts elicited by micromechanical stimulations.
A, Cortical intracellular and EEG control recording during which micromechanical stimulations (arrows) reliably elicited bursts
under isoflurane-induced BS. B, The NMDA antagonist MK801 reduced both burst duration and amplitude but did not prevent
responsiveness. The neuron was kept at the same membrane potential as during the control period by intracellular current
injection to avoid voltage-dependent phenomena. C, Averaged responses (n � 50) to micromechanical stimulation before (left)
and after (right) MK801 application. D, Dynamic evolution of the length of the evoked bursts during successive applications of
MK801 at the beginning of the periods marked with vertical dotted lines. Open circles represent individual values, horizontal lines
are average values over the period covered by the line, and vertical lines indicate SD. The x-axis represents the actual time during
the experiment. E, Averaged responses during periods of control (ctrl) and with successive application of MK801 (a– c) as indicated
in D.
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traces in the brain because of the known
amnesic properties of anesthesia (Antog-
nini et al., 2005; Heinke and Koelsch,
2005) but could play a role in maintaining
a rudiment of cellular activity, similar to
the presumable effect of some sleep oscil-
lations in modulating plasticity (Steriade,
2006). This might prove of utmost impor-
tance for the handling of comatose pa-
tients and for the postcomatose recovery.
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